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Announcement 

The goal of NSBE-UCF is to retain a talented and successful 

chapter that is dedicated to personal, professional, and academic 

growth. Our 2018-2019 president’s vision called for a strong 

foundation of mentorship, outreach, academic excellence and 

personal development, and our members are making that vision a 

reality, through our academic achievements, extra-curricular 

activities, and professional development. 

This semester we’ve promoted the 2018-2019 vision through 

personalized events, study sessions, outreach activities and 

collaboration with organizations within UCF as well as 

externally. Whether you attended every event or you’re catching 

up with us, here’s a chance to see everything you missed! See you 

in the spring! 

 

Inside This Issue 

PG. 2 

Meet our 2018-2019 Executive Board! 

PG. 3 

Takeoff with NSBE & see how we Stay 

Classy. Check out some of the events & 

competitions from this semester. 

PG. 4 

A Walk for Education 2018 was a success! 

Read on for more info. 

PG. 5 

NSBE-UCF dominated Fall Regional 

Conference 2018 – see for yourself! 
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2018-2019 Executive Board 

President 

Andrea Robinson 

Vice President 

Melissa Dugas 

Programs Chair 

Julian Alexander 

Treasurer 

Jamal Mapp Parliamentarian 

Kyla Andrews 

TORCH Chair 

Marcus Jordan 
Secretary 

Erica Patmon 

Academic Excellence Chair 

Javaun Genus 

Senator 

Gennardy Antoine 

 

Finance Chair 

Jordan Johnson 
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Events & Competitions  

Takeoff NSBE 

Takeoff NSBE was a super successful series of 

events hosted by our TORCH chair, Marcus. 

With no experience necessary, members had 

the opportunity to build their own glider with 

a team! In fact, over half of the participants 

had no aeronautics experience at all! The 

gliders were powered by rubber bands and the 

participants got the chance to enhance their 

mechanical and aerospace engineering 

knowledge. Takeoff was also a great way for 

members to prepare for a similar competition 

at the #NSBE45 National Convention in 

2019. 

 
 

 

 

 

“After building my 

glider I feel much more 

prepared for the 

national competition!” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LaToya Barnaby discusses dressing for workplace etiquette 

and how to stand out while keeping your personal style. 

  

Stay Classy 

We partnered with the Nu Chi chapter of 

Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity for our 

“Stay Classy” event. With the UCF Career 

Fair quickly approaching, we wanted to 

make sure our members were fully prepared 

& ready to put their best foot forward. Our 

academic excellence chair Javaun held this 

event to educate our members about 

professionalism and how best to conduct 

themselves in a workplace setting. 
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“The best AWFE yet! Can’t wait 

for next year! 

 

Children and adults who participated in the event had the 

chance to learn about electrical engineering, build robotic arms, 

drones, or even a propeller powered car!  Pictured below are 

some members of NSBE helping students with a technical 

workshop. We’d like to thank Publix and Lockheed Martin for 

their generous donations to AWFE! 

   

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

       As always, A Walk for Education was a 

       blast! On Saturday, October 20, we 

       partnered with Mt. Sinai Missionary 

Church to host our annual Walk for Education, held 

for local children and families in Orlando. The purpose 

of AWFE is to not only increase awareness of 

engineering and STEM, but to expose the disciplines 

of engineering to young students, parents and other 

members of the community. The theme for 

#AWFE18 was “Engineers of the Future”, which 

represented the importance of outreach and education 

to foster interest in STEM with local kids. Our 

TORCH Chair Marcus spent months planning the 

event, which culminated in a day full of learning, food 

and fun for local kids. In addition, we partnered with 

the Rho Gamma chapter of Theta Tau engineering 

fraternity came out to help us with workshops and 

other activities throughout the walk! 
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NSBE UCF dominated Region III’s Fall Regional 

Conference 2018! 26 of our members attended FRC 

this year, and 14 members participated in 

competitions.  

FRC is a great way for our members to get to know 

our regional executive board, meet members from 

other chapters, participate in workshops and learn 

new skills to bring back home to UCF. Members also 

have the opportunity to attend the Career Fair, 

where they can talk to representatives from major 

companies in person, and maybe even set up 

interviews for internships. Some companies that 

attended FRC included IBM, Chevron, Verizon, 

and Ford Motor Company. Members of NSBE UCF 

obtained 10 interviews at FRC! 

On our way back to the Sunshine State, we stopped 

at the Legacy Museum in Montgomery, Alabama. 

During this intimate visit, our members were able 

to tour the museum and learn about the history of 

racial inequality and economic injustice in America. 

Visiting the Legacy Museum was a great way to 

expose our members to some culture and history 

and a perfect ending to our long weekend in 

Montgomery! 

 

 

 

Special congratulations are in order to these amazing 

members for placing at these FRC conferences 

(pictured below): 

 3rd place – Hackathon: Mehul Patel, David 

Cidel, Jason Davis and Ivana Onema 

 1st Place –Elevator Pitch Competition- Mehul 

Patel 

 1st Place – PCI competition- Donye Knowles 
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Member of the Semester 

Viayazz Thomas 
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A Special Thank You to Our Sponsors 


